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INTROM:TlmN

The number of microcomputers in public school:; increased a whop-

ping 210 percent between fall 1980 and spring 1982 (NCES, 1982).

Despite Has seemingly impressive number, and despite the ballyhoo

that is made about computer-assisted education, there is much fess to

this number than meets the eye. Although roughly 100,000 microcom-

puters can be found in our public schools, this number translates into

ahout I microcomputer for every school, or 1 micro for every 20

classrooms, or 1 micro for every 450 students. From these numbers,

it is easy to see why most classrooms do not have ready access to

micros; why there is insufficient time for most students to become .

_
literate beyond superficial operational characteristies-Of the

machines; and why there is insufficient time for most students to re-

ceive computer-assisted-instruction (CAI) in any concentrated amount.

Clearly, this paucity of microcomputers is a major obstacle to

reaching national goals for computer literacy and CAI, but it is not

the only one. Two other obstacles would remain even if more micro-

computers were available. They are the lade of adequate courseware

and the lack of teachers well-enough versed to use computers effect-

ively in their instruction.

The goal of this study is to set forth guidelines for designing

educational courseware that meet teachers' needs and for educating

preservice and inservice teachers in the instructional uses of micro-

computers. To this end, the study examines the relationships among

teachers' attitudes toward computers, their knowledge of computers

and the subject matter taught, and their uses of microcomputers for



instruction. This paper describes the study and reports preliminarY

impressions and findings.

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Wu posit that school-district policies toward the implementdtion

and support for instructional uses of microcomputers along with the

characteristics of the community and students served (e.g., socio-

economic status) will influence how many and in what ways teachers

use micros in instruction. Of additional importance is the influence

of certain teacher characteristics on their decisions for instruc-

tional uses of micros. These characteristics include their attitudes

about computers for. education. anclin society, and_their_knowtedge

about computers and the subject-matter in which they use computers.

In this study, district- and school-policies, and the characteristics

of students serve as the context that moderates the focus of the

study, teachers' uses of micros for instruction (see Fig. 1).

We planned tosample five school districts in California that

systematically varied in microcomputer implementation and support

policies, and student population served.
1

Within each of these five

districts, two teachers who were identified as unusually successful

in using micros*for instruction were to be selected in each of two

schools at the elementary, junior- and senior-high levels. All told,

we expected to interview and observe 60 teachers (5 x 2 x 2 x 3), 10

principals (5 x 1 x 2 x 3) and 5 staff responsible for microcomputers

in :nch district. While the design war= str:light-forwnrd, som,,ene

1
For cost reasons, the study was 1 imite,1 oographically to

California.
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than one school or at more than one grade level within a ditdrict.

The fact IH, at least in the 4 ".1 computer-using districts in

California that we have already contacted, the burden of meet in}',

national goals of computer literacy and CAI is placed squarely on the

shoulders of a very small, dispersed cadre of teachers- -"computer

buffs" - -in a school district. Our sampling plan, then, was modified

such that we searched the state seeking nominations For these teachers

wherever they would be found. In order to find 60 such teachers, we

will probably visit 40-50 schools and over 20 districts.

SELECTED IMPRESSIONS AND PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

Variation in District Implementation and Support Policies for

Microcomputers. We found that districts vary greatly with respect to

implementing microcomputers. Perhaps the most salient variation,

occurs in centralized coordination, which appears to be unrelated to

district size or wealth. In one high school district, for example.,

policies are-carried out by a central computer committee comprised of

knowledgeable district staff and teachers and/or administrators from

each school. Decisions about the purchase and kind of microcomputer,

selection of courseware, provfSion of staff development, and the like/
7

are coordinated by the committee. .

Equity across high schools in '

numbers of computers, availability of courseware and staff dev/Op-

/
ment, and use of micros across subject matters is a ma j o ,,;.;'Lla of he
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it coordinat hig individual schools' efforts to provide Ilteracv or

instruction with micros. The chaotic state of the district is re-

flected hi the fact that district personnel_ consistently referred aH

to other district personnel who, in the end, knew nothing about com-

puter use, least of all what their colleagues knew. We suspect that

these kinds of differences will. ultimately affect the lust ruct iona I

uses of. microcomputers. But how particular policies help and hinder

teachers remains to be seen.

Variation in School-Building Policies. Principals play a key

role in creating effective schools. We were particularly interested,

then, in how principal's policies for implementing and supporting

computers might affect teachers' instructional uses of them.

So far, we have found in interviews with principals of computer-

using schools little variability among their implementation strategies.

Perhaps the three most striking findings are these. First, almost

all principals favor instructional use of microcomputers. From what

meager discretionary funds they have at their disposal (e.g., $4,000),

they allocate or support departmental allocation of a respectable

percentage to computer goals (e.g.; purchase of hardware, courseware,

or staff development). They give teachers release time to attend

O
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adminLltrative tasks, or even recreation, despite professed interest

in And commitment to computer literacy. What does thi,-; indicate?

PerilLps it says something about effective management stvlethat is,

positive attitudes, material encouragement, and espec ially delegation

of responsibility to a committed individual, are more necessary than

computer knowled2,e.

Variations Teachers' Instructional Use of Micros. In order

to determine how various factors influence teachers' instructional

uses of micros, it is necessary to develop a working idea of what.

constitutes "successful use." 'his, we turned to the educational

technology literature and found little to offer that was systematic

or that considered how use of micros in instruction might he,"success-

ful" from the teacher's perspective.
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their l'irn,,Iod:',,,. ill Cho ,;tikjet-t -matter, compulern, and the character-

Htict-', of students in tin!ir cHssos. Successful computer usc will

ari:w when teachers make reasonable decisions about matching the

computer and available courseware to their instructional goals, thy

subject-matter structure, the nature of students, and the instructional.

csmtext. NevorTholes!-:, once the' planning, decisions have been made,

the teacher mustt: posses-; the !uiceractive teaching skills in order to

earry (lilt. the p.Lia.

This couceptualizaLion leads to a definition 01 successful use

of micro:; for insttuction as the uproriate integration of computer

based activities with Leachers' instructional goals and with ongoing

11
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computer allivit ies lor types of studentii or goalii). Finally, teed-

11acc relerh to the monitoring ot procet;sos and oulcomoi. to evaluate

and porhaps revise uses of computers in iniarnclion.

helow, wo describe Chose elements (see Table 11 And proola

few import,int impressions that have emerged from the data this tar.

Achievement-related instructional goali; refer to teacher's goals (or

subject-matter mastery, including Imch ba!;ie cckills and higher cog-

nitive skills, such cis understanding concepts and using ,,appropriate

problem-solving procedures and strategiet-:. Motivational goals are

described as positive attitudes toward the subject-matter, such that

student's level of interest enables them to spend the amount of time

necessary to reach the achievement: .goak, and encourages them to

continue their studies in the subject-matter. A third category,

goals for classroom management, refer to teachers' maintenance

of an orderly classroom environment, often bv establishing rules

12
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Table 1

ELEMENTS OF SUCCESSFUL COMPUTER USE

A. Instructional Goals

(a) Achievement (e.g., basic skills, concepts)
(b) Motivation (e.g., attitudes, time on task)
(0 Behavior management
(d) Unique computer goals

B. Student Instructional Activities

(a) Subject matter concepts (science, math)
(b) Instructional aids (courseware, textbook, dittos)

C. Computer -Bated Activities

(a) Modes of instruction (e.g., drill and practice, tutorial)
(b) Student grouping
(c) Matching students with courseware

D. Feedback Mechanisms
(a) Computer-managed instruction
(b) Monitoring strategies
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fc r appropriate individual behavior for appropriate group behavior

through student cooperation or teamwork. Finally, teachers us ng

microcomputers often have goals relating l_t) the computer itself,

apart corn the subject-matter in which the computer is used. These

may include operating the computer, basic understanding of how it

works, or ways to use the computer as a learning tool.

Not surprisingly, we found that teachers most frequently mention

achievement and motivational goals, followed by computer goals.

Classroom management goals are rarely mentioned. Teachers' goals may

be influenced by such factors as their attitudes about teaching and

computers, their subject-matter and computer. knowledge, and the con-

text in which teaching occurs. Thus far, our impression is that con-

textual variables influence achievement and computer goals, while

teacher attitudes determine motivational goals. For example, teachers

who emphasize mastery of basic skills and computer-related goals

typically teach in districts where similar goals are stated district

priorities. Motivational goals have priority for teachers who express

more non-traditional beliefs about teaching and learning. Our

observations suggest that these teachers often have more "ope.,1" class-

room environments and more innovative teaching styles and practices

in general. Whether the emphasis of certain types of goals over others

effects successful microcomputer use remains to be determined.

Teachers typically plan instruction by sequencing instructional

activities which cover topics prescribed by some established subject-

matter curriculum. Subject matter concepts or topics to be covered,

in 5th grade math for example, are often standardized within a

14



district according to state-adopted guidelines. Therefore, the

teachers we interviewed were very similar with respect to the subject

matter concepts or topics covered in their math and science classes

However, the distribution of microcomputer uses in math and

science instruction was quite uneven. Micros are more frequently

used in math than in science instruction. This occurs at the ele-

mentary level, in part, because science is not mandated and, in part,

because there is much more courseware available in math than in science

and what is available fits into the standard curriculum, e.g., drill

. and practice programs in multiplication, division, and fractions.

At the high school level, the natural fit between computers and mathe-

matics affect-s greater computer use in math than in science. Computer

programming is most often taught in mathematics departments and stu-

dents learn programming in order to solve math problems on the com-

puter. Again, science courseware is lacking and science teachers

most frequently use micros as a tool for problem solving and data

analysis and occasionally find appropriate computer simulations.

Teachers plan their use of instructional aids, such as textbooks,

courseware, dittos, for each instructional activity. Virtually every-

one, of course, uses a textbook, but elementary teachers more fre-

quently use dittos or worksheets and manipulables in connection with

their instructional ac,tivities. Without exception, teachers coordi-

nate computer uses with other instructional aids and with the curri-

culum. Thetype and degree of coordination varies for different

rc,!sons. of toursf-ware is again'important, since a

greater supply of CAI ma,h courseware theoretically enables math

15
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teachers to obtain more approprqzire courseware than scier.e teachers

can find. Newer high school math textbooks often include computer

programs, to be used in conjunction with the curriculum. On the other

hand, science teachers must write their own programs to produce appro-

priate computer-related instructional aids. The science teachers we

interviewed had many ideas about how to use the computer in instruc-

tional activities and to coordinate computer uses with other instruc-

tional aids; they simply lacked the time to instantiate their ideas.

Thus far, we have observed considerable variation in computer-

based instructional activities. The modes of instruction in use are

"mostly drill and practice; we have observed fewer tutorials or simu-

lations. Most of the student groupings involve individual students

spending equal time on the computer using the same courseware. This

is due, in part, to the shortage of terminal ,A courseware. However,

we have noticed three phenomena that seem to characterize successful

integration of computers in instruction. First, when some of the

more successful teachers assign students to computer-based learning

activities, they attempt to individualize the computer instruction.

Usually this takes the form of assigning more difficult courseware to

more able students, but the basic equation involves differentiation

of courseware subject matter content or time on task along important

student characteristics, such as ability.

The second phenomenon associated with successful integration

capitalizes somewhat on the limited availability of terminals. In

addition to individual student assignments, some of the more success-

ful teachers devise activities for groups of students (usually 2-4).
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Frequently, groups of similar ability work with courseware that is

matched to their ability level, but creative strategies for composing

groups and assigning courseware are also seen. This can involve

giving students special roles within groups, or creating competition

between groups, for example.

Finally, teachers who have successfully integrated microcom-

puters into instruction are more likely to see feedback regarding

computer activities. Frequently, they seek courseware that records

student performance or (ideally) diagnoses errors. In addition, they

informally monitor the process of computer use. The ways computers

are used evolves over time, with less successful experiences guiding

these chang2s.

Some of these examples of successful integration represent

ideals. Progress toward these ideals, however, appear to be in-

fluenced by teachers' knowledge and attitudes and by the physical

environment for computer use. Micros are more likely to be inte-

grated into ongoing instruction--and used in different ways- when

they are inside or directly accessible to the classroom. What is

intriguing about this observation is that decisions about how to con-

figure microcomputers often contravene their hoped-for uses. Dis--

tricts with centralized planning often find lab-type arrangements

easiest to implement. Secondary schools frequently favor lab or

media center arrangements, whereas elementc.ry schools are more likely

to put mic.:-.ol; inside classrooms. The implication is that some of the

most creatkle examples of iniction of computers in classroom in-

struetion iire occurring ;,) el, lewary schools.
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However, differences between tea( her :; ;ecm to Figure rdsL pro-

minently in how computers are used for instruction. Varying nudes of

use and student grouping, and matching courseware to -:tudi.nts require

some knowledge of possibilities for computer activities and the

ability to recognize good courseware and match it to students. Thus

far it appears to be a matter of courseware knowledge rather than

hardware knowledge, and in our experience so far, progranmiing know-

ledge does not seem very important. Successful integration also seems

to be a matter of attitude--positive atLitudes towards what computers

...can do for students and the willingness to give students some freedom

around the computer.

These impressions--if substantiated in our data analyses to

come -will help us formulate recommendations for training and for

courseware. Based on our impressions to date, for example, we may

recommend more inservice emphasis on courseware selection and evalu-

ation, and less on technical training and programming. We will have

much more to say on this in future work.


